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GET
CONNECTED
Casella will showcase its new noise
and dust monitoring products at
Health and Safety North. Visit stand
C14 to view the recently launched
dBadge2 personal noise dosimeter
and Apex2 personal sampling pump
and see how you can connect with
them via the Airwave App on your
smartphone.

The dBadge2 is designed with
customers’ needs in mind. Connected
via the Airwave App to your mobile
device, the dBadge2 makes
monitoring personal noise exposure
methods simpler, enabling impressive

noise measurement in real time and
without disruption to the workers.

The Apex2 combines high
performance with a slim ergonomic
design and Bluetooth low energy
meaning you can view or send data
and control the pump from your
smartphone. Like the dBadge2, the
units also include a motion sensor to
facilitate wearer compliance. 
Stand C14
Tel: 01234 844100

EASE THE
STRAIN
Materials handling equipment
specialist Lift Safe has made the
lifting and moving of chemical
containers much easier at the Tyne
and Wear factory of filter
manufacturer Essentra Components.

QEHS MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

Once again, Ladderstore will be
exhibiting at Health & Safety North
with one of its suppliers, Lyte
Ladders.

The company will show the new  
GRP Pro Shelf Ladder,  which is
suitable for tradesmen working in
awkward locations where a step
ladder won’t fit.

Also on display and available for
demonstrations will be the new
PAS250 compliant Lyte Ladder
Podium with stabilisers, as well as a
selection of trade step ladders
including the aluminium Wide Step
and a complete  Lyte HiLyte Leader
GRP Tower .

Visitors can see Ladderstore’s own  
Ladder Log Inspection System on
the stand and collect a free sample
pack. The team will be available for
any questions you may have. Look
out for the Golden Ticket
Competition too. Stand K26
Tel: 01204 590232

LONE WORKER
SOLUTIONS
In the world of lone worker safety
monitoring, there is not a one-
size-fits-all solution and each
option presents a list of pros and
cons for each application. To
address each scenario, it’s critical
for a lone worker safety
monitoring vendor to have a suite
of solutions available. 

“Blackline Safety offers the
lone worker industry the greatest
diversity in safety monitoring
products,” says Gavin Boorman,
MD of Blackline Safety Europe.
“We deliver lone worker
monitoring solutions for all
scenarios including indoors
within complex facilities, as well
as outdoor applications for urban
and remote areas. We also have
products for hazardous locations
where there’s a potential for
explosion.”

See Blackline Safety’s portfolio
on Stand G20
Tel: 01787 222684

Essentra Components needed a
lifter to move 25-litre chemical
containers on its site in Jarrow. 

Each time a container needed to
be replaced, the old container had to
be removed before exchanging with
the new one. This process used to be
done manually, a heavy, awkward
task that was unsafe for the operators
doing it.

Now that Essentra has purchased
a Lift Safe compact Lifter, the
operators simply manoeuvre it into
position and press a button to raise
the lifting platform in line with the
25-litre container and slide it safely
on to the lifting platform. 

The lifting platform of the
compact Lifter is manufactured with
a roller at the front, making it easy to
slide the container onto the platform,
from where it is secure to transport. 
Stand E30
Tel: 0161 626 9628

LADDERS GALORE

Toyota Material Handling UK will
be exhibiting a range of manual hand
pallet trucks and powered pallet
trucks that reduce manual handling.
The company will also
be on hand to provide
support and free safety
resources to visitors
who use materials
handling equipment.

The Toyota team
will be available to talk
to visitors about their
materials handling
operations,
from simple hand
pallet trucks to the latest range of
engine and electric-powered forklifts.
On the stand there will be the BT
ProLifter manual hand pallet truck
that features Pro Start technology
which helps to get loads moving with
67% less effort than a standard hand
pallet truck. The electric high lifting
hand pallet truck will also be on
show, which can be used for moving
goods but also elevating loads to a
work height up to 80cm. Stand H14
Tel: 0370 8501409

FREE SAFETY
RESOURCES

Scannell Solutions was created by
Dr Mary C. Scannell in 1998 when
she left the RPS Group to form her
own Quality, Environmental, Health
& Safety (QEHS) consultancy
concentrating specifically on
management systems.

Mary decided to design and
develop a system that would strip
back the administrative burden
within QEHS, freeing up
professionals to focus on driving
improvement and excellence.  

In 2002 the first module of
enviroMANAGER – enviroLAW –
was built. It was followed by the

HSEQ TRAINING
NEEDS
Visitors to RRC International’s
stand at Health & Safety North
won’t just find all the information
they need on RRC’s large and
expanding range of health, safety,
environment and quality training
products – they will also have the
chance to win prizes and pick up
freebies.

Those who come to see RRC’s
friendly and knowledgeable staff
and register their interest in one
of the company’s courses will be
given a free pair of stylish safety
glasses (while stocks last).

They can also enter a prize
draw to win a free IOSH Leading
Safely course for delivery in-
house to up to 10 senior
managers. And visitors will be
able to take away samples of
RRC’s training materials and
courses, which, together with
RRC’s trainers, have helped more
than one million people
worldwide further their HSEQ
careers. Stand E14
Tel: 0208 944 3100

RISK and INCIDENT modules.
Today, enviroMANAGER with a

full suite of modules, provides a fully
integrated enterprise solution
designed to enable organisations to
conform to legal and other
requirements, reach sustainability
goals and to drive excellence
throughout their business.

Key differentiators of
enviroMANAGER are the fully
integrated workflow design and the
base line of legal content as a key
component of the workflows across
the various modules. Stand K24
Tel: +353 21 230 7076
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